Videos for Class #3

Maya Ajmera, Global Fund for Children (2 mins.)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrXxcIzfl5o&feature=related

Kyle Thiermann Shop Local, Surf Global (from Santa Cruz) (5 mins.)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HTtd7ZPTsPY

Maggie Doyne's Follow Your Heart video (3 mins.)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2STnO01zGw
(you may enjoy visiting Maggie's web site to learn more about her

Jacqueline Novogratz, The Blue Sweater (6 minutes)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZglgXeH1H8k

Priya Haja, World of Good (8 minutes)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=agfXVYX3LEo